Integrated patient records: another move towards quality for patients?

At a time when the health service is becoming aware of patients as the focus of its activity, the organisation and structure of records have not developed to reflect this consciousness. Notes of medical care, nursing care, and other care generally remain separate, with a professional or treatment orientation rather than a patient focus. Why is the shift towards multidisciplinary, patient focused care not yet supported by integrated records which record information round the patient, even though successful operational examples exist? 

Traditionally, the medical record is episode focused, concentrating on the delivery of care during that episode, which may embrace a discrete illness or part of a period of ill health. It is provider based, not patient based, and during the lifetime of an individual patient it will emerge in many different forms in primary care, community care, and secondary care. Even in secondary care, different records will be held by different provider units, and within one unit different records will be generated by doctors, nurses, paramedical professionals, and specialist departments. The patient is disadvantaged because there is no complete record of clinical history or treatment received and because care is given without full knowledge of the patient’s history.

The health service reforms, though promoting multidisciplinary working through clinical teams and directorates, may reduce record sharing between care providers. Moreover, the move towards consultant episodes may fragment the record even further. On the other hand, the development of a consumer oriented society in parallel with the commercialisation of health provision is raising awareness of health matters and strengthening the public sense of responsibility towards health. Thus individuals are encouraged to participate in health promotion and health care planning and provision. If this is to be effective, and if it is to be matched by an equal commitment by professionals to considering the whole person, data on a patient’s health and disease need to be held in a record which is individual but composite, relevant, appropriate, and useful to that patient.

**Structure of records**

The Tunbridge report on personal health records identified standards for hospital medical records, but the Department of Health offers no guidance as to the precise details which doctors or other health professionals should include in the records they keep, with the exception of midwives for whom record keeping is a statutory requirement in their practice. The King’s Fund identified that the main purposes of the nursing record are to demonstrate that nursing care is planned and is not simply a haphazard series of events or tasks; to demonstrate that each patient appears to receive the appropriate nursing care at a professionally acceptable standard; to maintain continuity and provide a means of communication between nurses and other relevant disciplines; to record any changes in the condition or circumstances of the patient; and to provide a permanent record for future reference for research, teaching or investigation for legal purposes, or both. Recently, more comprehensive standards for nursing records and record keeping have been set by the United Kingdom Central Council for Nursing, Midwifery, and Health Visiting. Against this background, what is recorded, by whom, and with what frequency is a matter for professional judgement in the light of local practice.

No such guidelines exist for doctors about the content of the medical record, but the quality of medical records has been widely criticised and is suggested as the main target for audit by the Royal College of Physicians. The quality of communication between primary and secondary care is a recurring cause for concern.

An adequately summarised patient record on paper is a prerequisite for the successful transfer of information. Kay et al maintain that the current organisation, style, and layout of medical records convey details often not expressed directly in the content. The solution is not necessarily an electronic record, in which much of the content and value are lost. Kay et al emphasise the need for a structured framework to improve the current manual record, not impoverish it, as well as to stimulate the effective development of electronic medical records in due course.

Currently, most data collected in the medical record provide activity or process oriented information, rather than data on objectives or patient related outcome. Little care is taken to record carefully the clinical state of the patient at intervals during the illness, so that accurate monitoring of progress is difficult. Similarly, the medical record concentrates little on care planning, though this is a greater feature of the records of nursing and other professions.

Weed considered the patient’s record to be the “tool” which facilitates the accomplishment of goals set for and with the patient. He emphasised that all members of the health care team should contribute to the record, with the organisational basis being the patient, and identified four basic phases of activity: establishing a database; forming a problem list; preparing an initial plan for each problem; and maintaining progress notes on each problem. However, the concept has not been widely adopted, perhaps because of the use of the term “problem orientated medical record” rather than “problem orientated patient record.”

**Benefits of integrated records**

Integration of the records means integration of the methods of working of all involved: doctors, nurses, paramedical professionals, and patient. It implies the necessity for collaboration in patient assessment, planning of care, and identification of outcomes. The collaborative care planning pilot study in the west midlands identified the benefits to the patient as being improved quality of care through patient involvement in planning of care, better patient education, improved
admission procedures, improved discharge procedures by early planning, and more staff time with patients.\textsuperscript{17} There would also be benefits to the health professionals and their parent organisations, improving communication, reducing duplicate data collection, and promoting more efficient working. Above all, sharing of records of the progress of care and of the patient’s response are self evident in improving the quality of that care.

Placing the patient as a focus for setting outcome standards would, in due course, enable audit of patient focused care.\textsuperscript{18} Audit should be a mechanism for ensuring a people centred approach to examining the patient’s experience and improving it, when appropriate, as well as contributing to an improvement in the health status of the patient, taking into account physical, psychological, emotional, and social factors. Involving the patient in these issues would benefit most patients individually and society in general through better understanding of needs, outcomes, and priorities.

The concept of outcome measurement means different things to different people\textsuperscript{3}; clinicians are concerned with the direct results of interventions with individual patients whereas managers are concerned with resource utilisation to provide effective and efficient services. The prime concern of patients is usually to seek a cure or at least relief of distress, discomfort, or disability, though other factors such as access to services, choice, safety, and value for money may play a part. Above all, patients wish to be treated as people rather than as cases, diagnoses, or statistics.

**Issues for resolution**

If the arguments for integrated records are accepted, many issues emerge for debate: whether integrated working or integrated records comes first; whether integrated records will catalyse the organisational development required or emerge only as a result of it; how far such records should extend; whether they should embrace just clinical teams or whole hospitals, or even hospitals and communities; whether perhaps they should be nationwide. Whatever the scope of the record, considerable attitudinal and organisational change will be required. How to achieve a common understanding of responsibilities, a common language, and common methods of recording are further questions. We have already drawn attention to the need to address the language of the dynamics of care (M J Rigby \textit{et al}, personal communication), in parallel with the development of a thesaurus of clinical terms which will result from the clinical terms project.\textsuperscript{19}

There are ethical and managerial issues also to be addressed if integrated patient records are to comprise a complete health and illness history. These include who will own and who will manage the integrated record, who will be allowed to enter which facts and opinions, and what rules will govern levels of access and confidentiality of data. If the record is truly focused, consideration must be given to allowing recording of data directly by the patient or through the proxy of a carer; the control the patient will have over what data are included and what are excluded; and whether the record contains information about the informal carers, including their abilities and difficulties, and what rights they have as data subjects. Other important issues are whether the record will travel between provider settings or be accessible to other providers; whether managerial and organisational data will be included; and whether such records cost more. These issues must be faced if good quality patient based care is to be achieved. They may appear as obstacles to the professions, but they are the key to enablement for patients.

The goal of seamless care,\textsuperscript{21} with diverse disciplines focusing on optimum, efficient, and effective health care delivery to each and every patient implies a seamless patient record. We have yet to prove that the seams are not the most enduring as well as the most uncomfortable part of the garment, and there is a long way to go before they are no longer visible.
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